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Abstract
At the turn of the 20th century, the Vermont Marble Company was the largest producer of marble goods in
the United States and a critical force in the standardization and diffusion of gravestones across the
country. The Vermont Marble Company utilized new modes of mass production, established a national
distribution network, and embraced the use of catalogs to sell their products. This thesis examines a set
of gravestone catalogs printed in 1916 and used by the Vermont Marble Company’s sales representatives
in Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis, and San Francisco. The catalogs contain hundreds of images
of gravestones sold by the company and capture a transitional moment of funerary traditions in the
United States from elaborate 19th century mourning culture to modern standardized memorials. This
thesis shows through statistical analysis of the catalogs that the Vermont Marble Company had a
regionally distinctive approach to distribution of their gravestone designs, and it interprets the findings
through a website and lesson plans that engage students with archival material, secondary sources, and
historical artifacts.
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For rain it hath a friendly sound
To one who’s six feet underground;
And scarce the friendly voice or face,
A grave is such a quiet place.

--- Edna St. Vincent Millay, “Renascence”
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Introduction
In spring of 2019, I enrolled in the Historic Preservation Seminar
“Lithomania” which examined the Vermont Marble Company collections at the
University of Pennsylvania Architectural Archives. The robust collection offers
many opportunities for study, but I focused my attention on a set of five bound
books in a banker’s box labeled “City-by-City Handbooks.” The handbooks
contain hundreds of images of memorials sold by the Vermont Marble Company
in Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis, and San Francisco. Flipping through
the pages brought me the same joy as wandering in a burial ground; the more I
looked at the handbooks, the more I got lost in them. This thesis examines the
handbooks using statistical analysis, contextualizes the data with historical
research, and interprets the findings through a web-based platform in order to
show how the Vermont Marble Company standardized memorials in early 20th
century America.
The handbooks are product catalogs used by sales representatives at the
Vermont Marble Company branch offices to sell their memorial stock to
monument dealers. The handbooks were printed in 1916, but comparison to
earlier memorial catalogs from the company shows that some of the models were
available as far back as the 1880s. At first glance, the handbooks for Boston,
Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis, and San Francisco appear identical, and indeed
some models were offered in all five cities, but each city had its own distinct
selection of memorials. The handbooks are an excellent resource for
1

understanding the variety of memorials available in a specific time and place, as
opposed to observation in a cemetery where we can only see what consumers
purchased within a period of time.
The Vermont Marble Company was a critical force in the standardization
of memorials in America. Memorials were traditionally procured from a local
stonecutter, but technological advancements of steam and rail made possible the
creation of industrial marble works beginning in the 1820s.1 During this time, the
Vermont Marble Company monopolized the marble industry through acquisition
of competitors, vertical integration of production, and establishment of a
distribution network across the country.2 The marble industry thrived in the 19th
century as so-called “rural” cemeteries transformed the burial landscapes of
America. The Vermont Marble Company capitalized on this trend. These new
rural cemeteries were often located on the edges of a city, and monument
dealers began establishing their retail shops nearby.3 Because dealers were the
primary customers of the branch offices and rail was necessary to transport the
product, the Vermont Marble Company opened offices that were either nearby a
cemetery district or located on a rail line. Such was the case in Philadelphia,
where the Vermont Marble Company office at 22nd and Westmoreland Streets
was directly on a rail line and just over one mile from Laurel Hill Cemetery.

Elise Madeline Ciregna, “The Lustrous Stone: White Marble in America, 1780-1860” (PhD diss.,
University of Delaware, 2015), 19.
2 Kaitlin Pluskota, “To Build on the Past: A Foundational Database of the Vermont Marble
Company Archives” (master’s thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 2015), 9.
3 Aaron Wunsch, “Emporia of Eternity: ‘Rural’ Cemeteries and Urban Goods in Antebellum
Philadelphia,” Nineteenth Century 28, no. 2 (2008): 18.
2
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In the United States, the appearance of memorials, including shape,
material, and iconography, was largely dictated by the traditions of early modern
Europe.4 During the second half of the 19th century, the proliferation of mourning
culture, popularity of rural cemeteries, and industrial advancements turned those
funerary traditions into a de facto standard of American death ways.5 The
Vermont Marble Company established an actual standard for memorials through
mass production and democratized the market by distributing a large variety of
their affordable memorials nationwide. Middle-class consumers, through their
purchases, created the “taste culture” that can be observed in cemeteries today.6
The handbooks are a distinct record of the culturally democratic memorials sold
by the Vermont Marble Company in the early 20th century and show the diffusion
of their standardized memorials across the country.
Chapter 1 of this thesis reviews primary and secondary sources that
informed my research in order to establish an historical context for analyzing the
handbooks. The Vermont Marble Company published volumes of promotional
material and advertisements, especially for its selection of memorials. Memorials
have been an integral part of the American way of death since the Colonial era,
and there exists a vast body of research regarding the study and appreciation of
objects used to mark graves. The United States changed rapidly in the late 19th

4

Philippe Aries, Western Attitudes Towards Death: From the Middle Ages to the Present
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1974), 56.
5 David Charles Sloane, The Last Great Necessity: Cemeteries in American History (Baltimore:
The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1991), 77.
6 Herbert Gans, Popular Culture and High Culture; An Analysis and Evaluation of Taste (New
York: Basic Books, 1975), 69.
3

and early 20th century due to technological advancements, industrial
commercialization, and the growth of urban centers. The handbooks encapsulate
this period of national evolution, emergence of mass culture, and transformation
of American funerary traditions.
Chapter 2 includes a glossary of terms, describes the methodology used
to examine the handbooks, presents a summary of findings, and provides
analysis of the data set. For the sake of consistency, the terminology used
throughout this thesis is based on product descriptions found within the Vermont
Marble Company’s promotional material. Because the handbooks are stored in
an archive, I recorded all relevant data for analysis later. Once off-site, I created
a database and processed its contents through the functions of Excel to
determine patterns and anomalies within the handbooks. Finally, I analyzed the
findings through the lens of sources discussed in Chapter 1 and examine how
and why the handbooks became regionally distinct in the early 20 th century.
Chapter 3 explains how this thesis, its interpretive website, and
corresponding lesson plans should be used to engage learners. The website
“Monumental Mass Marketing” is designed to communicate how the Vermont
Marble Company standardized memorials in early 20th century America through
the thoughtful presentation of archival material, secondary sources, and historical
artifacts.7 It includes all the essential information presented in this thesis, along
with graphics, links to external resources, and downloadable lesson plans. The

Renata Lisowski, “Monument Mass Marketing,” https://renatalisowski.wixsite.com/
monumentalmarketing (accessed December 20, 2020).
4
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lesson plans outlined in this chapter combine readings from the website with data
from the handbooks to show why time and space are important to the study of
history and how continuity and change in society influences our lives today.
The concluding remarks of this thesis are followed by appendixes with
additional resources for students and educators. Two student worksheets in
Appendix A serve as a formative assessment tool and guide students through the
process of learning from primary and secondary sources, material artifacts, and
historic sites. The site map in Appendix B is a finding guide for educators to
navigate the content and resources on the “Monumental Mass Marketing”
website. The visual glossary in Appendix C includes a variety of images from the
Vermont Marble Company memorial handbooks. Appendix D includes a selection
of tables generated from the data set that list memorial models available in all 5
city handbooks and models that were exclusive to Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago,
St. Louis, and San Francisco.

Chapter 1: Literature Review
Vermont Marble Company
When beginning this research project, I expected to find many scholarly
works about the Vermont Marble Company. After all, industrial giants from the
Gilded Age tend to receive much attention from both academic and popular
writers. Despite the Vermont Marble Company’s notoriety in its day as the

5

“largest and most important corporation in the stone industry,”8 few secondary
sources present a comprehensive historical analysis of the company. A book
published in 1922 does dedicate a chapter to the Vermont Marble Company, but
it lacks the completeness of a true reference book and does not offer an
unbiased analysis.9 Its publisher, Mortimer Proctor, owned stock in the company
and was grandson of the company’s founder, Redfield Proctor. The only
contemporary book that directly addresses the importance of the Vermont Marble
Company in the historic context does so through analysis of pioneer
entrepreneurship, technological advancements, and labor movements in
Vermont’s marble industry, but the company itself is not the book’s subject.10
The earliest scholarly work about the history of the Vermont Marble
Company is a 1954 master’s thesis, but the analysis is outdated, as its
publication predates the emergence of new social history studies in the 1960s.11
Over half a century passed before the company received the academic attention
that it deserves. Kaitlin Pluskota’s 2015 master’s thesis was a foundational
resource that guided my use of the archival collection and enhanced my
understanding of the history, operation, and importance of the Vermont Marble
Company. In addition to thorough historical research, her thesis summarizes the
archival collection’s components and presents two case studies to show how the

----------, “Control of the Vermont Marble Company” Stone 32 (November 1911): 604.
David C. Gale, Proctor: The Story of a Marble Town (Brattleboro, VT: The Vermont Printing
Company, 1922).
10 Catherine Miglorie, Images of America: Vermont’s Marble Industry (Charleston, SC: Arcadia).
11 Paul A. Gopaul, "A History of the Vermont Marble Company" (master’s thesis, St. Michael’s
College, 1954).
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collection may be used. She correctly declares that an easily searchable digital
database of the Vermont Marble Company collection is a huge benefit for
researchers,12 which I demonstrate in Chapter 2 of this thesis through analysis of
the handbooks.
Secondary sources about the Vermont Marble Company are few, but the
company distributed an array of promotional material throughout its history that
show what the company produced and how it was marketed. These promotional
materials contain the exact terms used by the company to describe their products
and thus informed the terminology used throughout this thesis and defined in the
following chapter. The collection at the Architectural Archives contains many
examples of promotional material including handbooks, pamphlets, and pricelists,
but these materials are not yet digitized and must be accessed in person.
Fortunately, numerous promotional materials from the Vermont Marble Company
are accessible online, however, the handbooks evaluated in Chapter 2 are not
among them.13
American industry was transformed in the age of steam and rail, and the
Vermont Marble Company was at the forefront of these changes. The company’s
growth shows how technological innovation, vertical integration of production,
and new modes of distribution resulted in the development of modern industrial

12

Pluskota, 59.
Peggy B. Perazzo and George (Pat) Perazzo, “Cemetery Stones and Monuments,” Stone
Quarries and Beyond, https://quarriesandbeyond.org/cemeteries_and_monumental_art/
cemetery_stones.html (accessed November 16, 2020).
13
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Figure 1.1: Railroads of the United States, 1916.
Albert Perry Brigham & Charles T. McFarlane, Essentials of Geography.

corporations.14 New technologies improved the process of quarrying and
finishing, reduced direct labor cost, and made mass production a possibility. The
Vermont Marble Company was strategically invested in the advancement of
transportation technology and purchased its own railway in order to integrate the
production process from quarry to mill.15 By 1852, the marble-hub of Rutland,
Vermont had connections to four major railroad lines that facilitated the Vermont
Marble Company’s expansion by connecting it to the trans-continental railroad
(Figure 1.1).16 The Vermont Marble Company became the largest marble

14

Alfred D. Chandler, The Visible Hand: The Managerial Revolution in American Business
(Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 1977), 345.
15 Pluskota 39.
16 Ibid.
8

producer in the world through a series of mergers and acquisitions during the 19th
century, and it used the growing national railroad to set up a network of offices in
urban centers from coast to coast.17 These vertically integrated sales offices
gradually replaced local firms in the 20th century as the market for stone products
consolidated.18

Monumental Memorials
Death is a universal feature of human life, and all cultures have beliefs
and traditions regarding death, burial, and remembrance. The American tradition
of marking burials with stone memorials has captivated scholars from a range of
disciplines for over a century, and many have explored what can be learned
about individuals and societies by examining their memorials. Anthropologists
have written extensively about ritual behaviors associated with death, the role
funerary practices play in society, and the ethnographic importance of material
culture in the context of burial.19 These anthropological perspectives are
foundational to the field of cemetery studies and inform a large body of
interdisciplinary research.
In the early 20th century, folklorists and art historians studied memorials as
folk-art objects and focused their analysis on regional characteristics, literary

17

Ibid, 26.
Tim Reiffenstein and Nigel Selig, “Shifting monument production chains and the implications for
gravestone design on Prince Edward Island, 1820-2005,” Journal of Cultural Geography 30 (April
2013), 178.
19 Sherene Baugher and Richard F. Veit, The Archaeology of American Cemeteries and
Gravemarkers (Gainesville, FL: University Press of Florida, 2014), 4-6.
9
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content of epitaphs, and style of individual carvers.20 In the 1960s and 1970s,
historical archaeologists James Deetz and Edwin Dethlefsen analyzed memorials
through a structuralists perspective and connected changes in funerary
iconography to changes in religious belief.21 They argued that 18th century
changes in New England from traditional symbols, like death’s heads and
cherubs, to popular symbols, like willow trees and urns, were the result of the
secularization of society.22 Some researchers have refuted this assessment and
suggest that changes in iconography had more to do with the personality of the
carvers and less to do with religious beliefs of society at large.23
Cemetery studies grew in popularity during the second half of the 20th
century, and scholars utilized new post-processual theoretical perspectives to
answer research questions regarding class, ethnicity, gender, and race.24 In the
late 19th century, cemeteries became repositories for mass produced objects of
mourning culture which represented middle class sentiments and values.25 These
objects are a visual representation of hierarchical social order and class
distinction at the turn of the century.26 Immigrant communities adopted local
mourning symbols as they assimilated into American culture.27 Even followers of

20

Ibid, 7.
Ibid, 8.
22 Edwin Dethlefsen and James Deetz, “Death’s Heads, Cherubs and Willow Trees: Experimental
Archaeology in Colonial Cemeteries,” American Antiquity 31 (1966), 502.
23 Baugher and Viet, 88.
24 Ibid, 160.
25 Colleen McDannell, “The Religious Symbolism of Laurel Hill Cemetery,” The Pennsylvania
Magazine of History and Biography 111 (July 1987), 278.
26 Reiffenstein, 162.
27 Baugher and Viet, 183.
10
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Reform Judaism incorporated these new symbols into their funerary art despite
Hebraic taboos against graven images.28 During this period, many common
motifs embodied and glorified values of domesticity and kinship.29 Rustic styles
represented the values of family, home, and religion.30 Floral motifs carried an
implication of gendered meanings that can be understood through analysis of
popular literature.31 Memorials in African American communities were less
influenced by 19th century commercial trends, and Black artisans utilized a
variety of materials and objects with symbolic and aesthetic value when creating
these exceptional examples of vernacular art.32
Contemporary scholars have applied the interdisciplinary methodologies
of cemetery studies to investigate changes of death practices and mortuary
symbolism in the 20th century. The ostentatious monuments of the rural cemetery
movement lost popularity starting in the 1890s and fell out of fashion completely
by the 1920s.33 Concepts of modernity ushered in a conservative period
characterized by more modest types of monuments, and flat memorials became
the most common type during the 1910s.34 This shift can be interpreted as a
result of economic instability, epidemic disease, and catastrophic war that
Matthew Singer, “Memory and History Take Form: Architecture and Design at Mt. Sinai
Cemetery,” The Mt. Sinai Cemetery Association of Pennsylvania (2015), 12.
29 Kenneth Ames, “Ideologies in Stone: Meanings in Victorian Gravestones,”
30 Suzanne S. Ridlen, “Tree‐Stump Tombstones: Traditional Cultural Values and Rustic Funerary
Art,” Markers: Annual Journal of the Association for Gravestone Studies 13 (1996), 44‐73.
31 June Hadden Hobbs, “Say It with Flowers in the Victorian Cemetery,” Markers: Annual Journal
of the Association for Gravestone Studies 19 (2002), 240-271.
32 Baugher, 175.
33 Seth Mallios and David M. Caterino, “Mortality, Money, and Commemoration: Social and
Economic Factors in Southern California Grave-Marker Change During the Nineteenth and
Twentieth Centuries,” International Journal of Historical Archaeology 15 (September 2011), 442.
34 Reiffenstein and Selig, 162.
11
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devastated the country and transformed attitudes about death.35 Seth Mallios and
David M. Caterino argue that economic necessity influenced preference towards
affordable memorials, and traumatic mass death events from disease and
disaster led to an avoidance of memorialization during the first decades of the
20th century.36 Their analysis of consumer behavior is reasonable, but it does not
consider the role supply-side factors play in determining the range of products
that were available for purchase.
The cultural diffusion of modern memorial types was partially shaped by
evolving industrial imperatives and new modes of production, distribution, and
consumption.37 Assembly line manufacturing made possible the mass production
and standardization of consumer goods. Modern economies of scale led to a
marketing and retail revolution in the form of catalogs that enabled widespread
diffusion and replication of material culture.38 The monument industry at the turn
of the century exhibited a coexistence of mass production and customization;
corporations dictated the range of memorial designs, monument dealers selected
a variety of designs for retail, and individual consumers purchased the memorials
based on personal preference. This business model of flexible mass production
resulted in what Tim Reiffenstein and Nigel Selig describe as a “regionally unique
experience of permeable Fordism.”39 The analysis in Chapter 2 of this thesis
attempts to determine if the Vermont Marble Company practiced flexible mass
35

Mallios and Caterino, 430.
Ibid, 456.
37 Reiffenstein and Selig, 161.
38 Ibid, 164.
39 Ibid, 182.
36

12

production and how their handbooks of memorial designs were conceived and
realized.40

Early 20th Century America
Life in early 20th century America was rapidly evolving due to urban growth
and mass production of consumer goods. The United States Census of
Population and Housing is a valuable resource for understanding demographic
changes in the country at the turn of the century. Between 1900 and 1910, urban
populations increased by over fifty percent in almost half of the states (Figure
1.2).41 Even well-established cities experienced unprecedented levels of
population growth during this time. For example, Chicago doubled in size from
one million to two million residents in only twenty years (Figure 1.3). Large urban
populations both provided labor to growing industries and consumed the goods
those companies produced. Their purchases formed what sociologist Herbert
Gans referred to as “taste cultures.”42
More people were living in the United States than ever before, and this
inevitably resulted in a gradual rise of total deaths occurring in the country each
year (Figure 1.4).43 Due to population density, urban centers were particularly

40

Ibid, 182.
U.S. Bureau of the Census, The United States Census of Population and Housing, 1910,
Volume 1, prepared under the supervision of William C. Hunt, Chief Statistician for Population,
Bureau of the Census (Washington, DC, 1910), 88.
42 Gans, 69.
43 Centers for Disease Control, “Leading Causes of Death, 1900-1998,” U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/dvs/lead1900_98.pdf (accessed
December 20, 2020).
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Figure 1.2: Percent increase in urban population, by states: 1900-1910.
The United States Census of Population and Housing, 1910, Volume 1.
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Figure 1.3: Population increase in cities with handbooks.
The United States Census of Population and Housing, 1910, Volume 1.
14

San Francisco

susceptible to mass casualty events, such as the 1906 earthquake that killed
over 3,000 people in San Francisco.44 Though advancements in medicine and
public sanitation led to people living longer in general, infectious diseases were
still among the leading causes of death in the early 20th century (Figure 1.5). The
prevalence of occupational hazards, toxic industrial pollution, and flammable
textiles also made death an ever-present force in American life.45
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Figure 1.4: Deaths in the United States, 1900-1920.
Centers for Disease Control, “Leading Causes of Death, 1900-1998.”

The Center for Legislative Archives, “San Francisco Earthquake, 1906,” U.S. National Archives
and Records Administration, https://www.archives.gov/legislative/features/sf (accessed
December 20, 2020).
45 Alison Matthews David, Fashion Victims: The Dangers of Dress Past and Present (London:
Bloomsbury Publishing, 2015).
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Figure 1.5: Leading Cause of Death in the United States, 1910.
Centers for Disease Control, “Leading Causes of Death, 1900-1998.”

American mortuary traditions transformed in the 20th century due to the
professionalization of the funeral industry and establishment of memorial parks.46
As the business of memorial production shifted from individual carvers to
industrial marble works, local vernacular styles were gradually replaced by
imported neoclassical designs.47 This “Rock of Ages” revolution in mass
production resulted in a cluttered and heterogenous appearance within once
fashionable burial grounds.48 During the second decade of the 20th century,
newly established memorial park cemeteries promoted their manicured lawns

46

Mallios and Caterino, 435.
Allan Ludwig, Graven Images: New England Stone Carving and Its Symbols, 1650-1815
(Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 1966), 421.
48 Reiffenstein and Selig, 172.
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and modest memorials as a modern alternative to the rural cemeteries.49
Memorial parks eschewed fences and large monuments in favor of ground level
markers that allowed for easier mowing and landscape maintenance.50
The increasing secularization of modern society resulted in an observable
decrease of religious symbols on memorials in the 20th century. The spiritual
meaning of mortuary iconography is not always possible to determine, but
generally falls into the category of overtly religious, implicitly religious, or secular
(Table 1.1). Though rural cemeteries were ostensibly non-denominational, the
prevalence of traditional Christian iconography created a self-styled religious
environment. 51 In the 1850s, about one third of memorials had religious motifs,
however, during the first decades of the 20th century, prevalence of religious
motifs decreased to about one in ten.52
Table 1.1 Religious and secular motifs
Symbols
Bible
Religious (overt)
Cross
Star of David

Inscriptions
“Asleep in Jesus”
“Children of God”
“Blessed are the pure in heart for they
shall see God”

Religious (implicit)

Lamb
Dove
Anchor

“Called higher”
“Eternal life”
“Gone home”

Secular

Soldier
Woodmen of the World
Flowers

“At rest”
“Loving memory”
“Beloved one farewell”

49

Sloane, 159.
Reiffenstein and Selig, 162.
51 McDannell, 302.
52 Wilbur Zelinsky, “The Gravestone Index: Tracking Personal Religiosity Across Nations,
Regions, and Periods,” The Geographical Review 97 (October 2007), 451.
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Chapter 2: Data Set
Glossary of terms
A memorial is an object used to commemorate a deceased person. Other
common terms like headstone, gravestone, or tombstone could be used, but the
Vermont Marble Company referred to their products as memorials in all their
promotional materials. Examples of memorials from the Vermont Marble
Company handbooks are in Appendix C.
A model is a specific memorial design with an identifying serial number.
Each design has its own model number, and most models could be produced in
quarter, half, or full-size.
A type is the form of a memorial. The most basic, common, and affordable
types are die, die-bottom base, and die-base-bottom base models. Other types
include vertical forms such as plinths and spires, sculptural elements such as
figures and urns, rounded forms such as rolls and balls, and decorative elements
such as steps and seats.
A motif is a decorative design or pattern. The handbooks present
naturalistic, symbolic, and geometric motifs in a variety of styles including
Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Gothic, Celtic, Colonial, and Modern.53

53

Henry Powell Hopkins, Sources of Memorial Ornamentation (Proctor, VT: Vermont Marble
Company, 1924).
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A symbol is a specific image that has an understood meaning within a
culture. Popular symbols include lambs and doves for graves of children,54
emblems for members of the military or civilian organizations,55 and a range of
religious iconography.56
An inscription is a word or phrase on a memorial. Usually this includes a
name and date. Other common inscriptions include familial relationships,
biographical information, and sepulchral phrases.57 The Vermont Marble
Company produced inscriptions in a variety of fonts including Roman, Gothic, Old
English, Modern English, and Hebraic styles.58

Methodology
The methodologies used to produce this thesis include historical and
archival research, data collection and statistical analysis, and interpretation
through digital pedagogy. I set delimitations for data collection to include only the
Vermont Marble Company’s handbooks for Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, St.
Louis, and San Francisco because their similarities allowed for comparative
analysis.59 To collect the data, I made an index card for every model printed in

Vermont Marble Company, Children’s Designs and Markers (Proctor, VT: Vermont Marble
Company, 1910).
55 Vermont Marble Company, Symbols of Service: Monumental Catalog (Proctor, VT: Vermont
Marble Company, 1919).
56 Vermont Marble Company, Memorial Art for Catholic Cemeteries (Proctor, VT: Vermont Marble
Company, 1933).
57 Vermont Marble Company, Epitaphs (Proctor, VT: Vermont Marble Company, circa 1900).
58 Vermont Marble Company, Lettering in Marble (Proctor, VT: Vermont Marble Company, 1923).
59 Vermont Marble Company, Vermont Marble Company’s Designs (Proctor, VT: Vermont Marble
Company, 1916).
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the handbooks and recorded its model number, type, motifs, inscriptions, and
cities of availability. Once I made a card for every model in the five handbooks, I
entered the data into a spreadsheet. Through the functions of Excel, I sorted the
data and analyzed it for patterns and anomalies. The full data set is accessible
on the Monumental Mass Marketing website, and a selection of data is presented
in Appendix D.

Findings
The five handbooks contain a total of 737 unique model numbers. Almost
90% of the models are a die-bottom base or die-base-bottom base type, and the
remaining models represent a range of types including memorials with a cap,
urn, plinth, roll, finial, ball, stump, spire, step, or seat. The numbering system
used to identify models is seriated and ranges from 30 to 7104. Over 68% of the
models have serial numbers in the 4000 range. Naturalistic motifs are present on
over 70% of models, about 25% of models include a symbol, and less than 5% of
models have overt religious iconography. About one third of models have an
inscription, usually just a single initial or family name, but at least eight models
have inscriptions with full names and death dates of real people (Table 2.1).
The data shows that a core set of 76 models were available in all five of
the handbooks. About 85% are die-bottom base or die-base-bottom base type
memorials. The other core types include one roll, two soldier figures, two seats,
three steps, and three dies. Over 75% of models have a naturalistic motif, but
less than 20% have a symbolic motif. The only symbols available nationally are
20

Table 2.1 In situ examples
Model
Name
3624
Fortuna Cormand
4256
Benjamin Young
4694
Irving Eddy
4860
Hiram Bennett
4871
Mads Larsen
4908
George Head
4911
Eliza Stilwell
4993
Frank Prouty

Dates
1858-1914
1822-1898
1856-1913
1839-1908
1823-1882
1848-1909
1842-1915
1859-1912

Location
Oak Hill Cemetery, Hammond, Indiana60
Grove Cemetery, Bath, New York 61
Evergreen Cemetery, Yreka, California62
Greenwich Cemetery, Greenwich, New York 63
Grand Valley Cemetery, Moab, Utah64
Head Cemetery, Hooksett, New Hampshire65
Nelsonville Cemetery, Nelsonville, Kentucky66
Brookfield Cemetery, Brookfield, Massachusetts 67

dove, lamb, shaking hands, urn, gate, crown, anchor, cross, bible, and heart.
Only nine inscriptions are available nationally, including “father”, “mother”, “loving
memory”, “peace perfect peace”, “Woodmen of the World”, “He giveth his
beloved sleep”, “in memory of Confederate dead”, and “in memory of our fallen
comrades.”
There are similarities between the handbooks, but every city has a
different collection of models. Each handbook includes only about half of the total
models produced by the Vermont Marble Company at the time. In addition to the
76 core models discussed above, every handbook has a collection of models

Kara Gullickson Graper, “Fortuna Cormand,” Find A Grave, https://www.findagrave.com/
memorial/87400637/fortuna-cormand (accessed December 14, 2020).
61 SLGMSD, “Benjamin Franklin Young,” Find A Grave, https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/
23293753/benjamin-franklin-young (accessed December 14, 2020).
62 Rhonda Hammer, “Irving Levi Eddy Sr.,” Find A Grave, https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/
12149854/irving-levi-eddy (accessed December 14, 2020).
63 Alice, “Hiram Bennett,” Find A Grave, https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/168557293/hirambennett (accessed December 14, 2020).
64 Lucy, “Mads Larsen,” Find A Grave, https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/37978755/madslarsen (accessed December 14, 2020).
65 AuntieJ, “George H L Head,” Find A Grave, https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/79408241/
george-h_l-head (accessed December 14, 2020).
66 Susan Francis Bott and Bruck E. Bott, “Eliza Ann Spencer Stilwell,” Find A Grave, https://
www.findagrave.com/memorial/127468862/eliza-ann-stilwell (accessed December 14, 2020).
67 Pauline Merrick, “Frank E. Prouty,” Find A Grave, https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/
64807287/frank-e_-prouty (accessed December 14, 2020).
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exclusive to the location, but most of the models have mixed national availability
(Figure 2.1). The prevalence of types and symbols available are different in every
handbook. For example, every type is available in Chicago and San Francisco,
but no ball type is available in Philadelphia, no spire type is available in St. Louis,
and neither ball nor spire types are available in Boston (Figure 2.2). Regarding
symbolism, Chicago and St. Louis have the most models with symbolic designs,
and Boston has the fewest. Though the handbooks contain a total of seven
different models with the Star of David, none are present in the San Francisco
handbook.
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Figure 2.1 Model availability by city
Vermont Marble Company, Vermont Marble Company’s Designs, 1916.
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Figure 2.2 Prevalence of model type by city
Vermont Marble Company, Vermont Marble Company’s Designs, 1916.

Analysis
Concepts of modernity ushered in a conservative period characterized by
more modest types of monuments, but the cultural diffusion of modern memorial
types was largely shaped by evolving industrial imperatives and new modes of
production, distribution, and consumption.68 Supply-side innovations at end of
19th century such as pneumatic tools and sandblasting reduced labor expenditure
and made possible mass production of affordable stone memorials.69
Management structures expanded into national networks thanks to the transcontinental railroad, and mass marketing through print media changed the way

68
69

Reiffenstein and Selig, 161.
Ibid, 163.
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consumers made purchases. Despite nationwide availability of mass-produced
memorials, some areas of the country were slow to accept these new styles. 70
Financial necessity may have influenced preference towards affordable
memorials, as parts of the country suffered through periods of economic
instability in the early 20th century.71
The Vermont Marble Company practiced a business model of flexible
mass production. Integrated branch offices were responsible for distributing their
memorial designs to retailers, and the products were purchased by consumers
through mail order catalogs or from local monument dealers. The Vermont
Marble Company actually sold memorials through Sears catalogs as early as
1906.72 Correspondences from 1915 describe the shipping process of an order
from the Vermont Marble Company office in Proctor, Vermont to the Lewis
Marble Works on Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia: an order was placed, the
purchase was sent by rail from the factory in Proctor to Pictou, Nova Scotia, then
it was transferred to a steamship and delivered to a port on Prince Edward Island
just 10km from the marble works location.73
There is no definitive answer to how the Vermont Marble Company
handbooks of memorial designs were conceived and realized, but clues may be
found in an earlier iteration of the handbooks published by the Vermont Marble

Richard Francaviglia, “The cemetery as an evolving cultural landscape,” Annals of the
Association of American Geographers 61 (1971), 504.
71 Mallios and Caterino, 456.
72 Ibid, 447.
73 Reiffenstein and Selig, 175.
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Company. The preface to the 1889 Illustrated Price List states that its inventory
includes over two hundred new models along with the best models from the
Producer’s Marble Company. The Producer’s Marble Company was a joint
venture created to cut competition between the five largest marble companies in
Vermont and regulate the sale prices for memorials.74 Models attributed to the
Producer’s Marble Company have serial numbers ranging from 1000 to 2203.
The Vermont Marble Company designs begin with model number 3000. Based
on these facts, it can be concluded that about 10% of the models in the 1916
Seller’s Handbooks were leftover Producer’s Marble Company inventory.
Around the turn of the 20th century, the Vermont Marble Company started
curating the handbooks for each branch office, but the process and reason for
doing so is unclear. It is possible that the inventory was split arbitrarily between
locations in order to supply each city with adequate stock to maintain the
business, what Adam Smith referred to as the invisible hand of market forces.
This certainly could have been the case with the Producer’s Marble Company
inventory. The varied contents of the handbooks could also be the result of
deliberate action taken by sales representatives at the branch offices, what
Chandler referred to as the visible hand of management. Indeed, the
development of the Vermont Marble Company does align closely to Chandler’s
analysis of how traditional businesses transformed into industrial enterprises
during the 19th century.

74

Pluskota, 16.
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The Vermont Marble Company had the widest reach of any company
selling memorial markers in early 20th century and likely supplied a large volume
of the memorials purchased nationally around that time. In addition to their
branch offices in major cities through the northeast, mid-west, and west coast,
the Vermont Marble Company also distributed their products in the south through
a partnership with the Georgia Marble Company beginning in the 1900s.75 The
Vermont Marble Company set standards in stone through mass production, and
cemeteries across the country became home to the company’s designs. As
populations grew, death totals rose, and monument dealers had no shortage of
customers. In 1910, almost 90,000 people died within the five cities that the
Vermont Marble Company had offices (Table 2.3).

Table 2.3: Death totals by city, 1910.
Boston

Philadelphia

Chicago

St. Louis

San Francisco

11,562

27,045

33,241

10,888

6,319

Cemeteries are inherently cultural institutions, and their funerary objects
have a moral and instructive purpose. As the country became increasingly
secular in the 20th century, religious iconography in cemeteries diminished, and
motifs from non-Christian cultures like Ancient Greece, Rome, and Egypt grew in
popularity.76 Zelinsky’s Gravestone Index showed that prevalence of religious

75
76

Pluskota, 15.
Sloane, 9.
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symbols on memorials declined from about 30% in the 1850s to just 11% in the
1920s.77 In the 1916 handbooks, less than 5% of the memorials sold by the
Vermont Marble Company had overtly religious symbols, including only twentyeight models with a cross and seven models with the Star of David (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3 Prevalence of symbols by city.
Vermont Marble Company, Vermont Marble Company’s Designs, 1916.

Society may have become more secular, but individuals still retained their
religious values. Analysis of religiosity at turn of the century from memorial
iconography is difficult because many popular motifs during this period
represented traditional Christian values of hope and resurrection, but they were

77

Zelinsky, 451.
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only implicitly religious.78 The tree-stump motif, for example, is a naturalistic form
that was often understood as a symbol of domesticity and religious virtue.79 By
the end of the 19th century, the tree-stump motif was adopted by the fraternal
order Woodmen of the World as the official monument of their burial insurance
program.80 Multiple examples of Woodmen of the World memorials were
available in the 1916 Vermont Marble Company handbooks.
The obelisks and spires that characterized the rural cemetery movement
lost popularity starting in the 1890s.81 Die-base-bottom base type memorials
were the most popular from the 1880s to the 1910s.82 Flat memorials emerged
in the 1890s and became the most common type during the 1910s.83 At Mount
Hope Cemetery in San Diego, the average memorial height was over two feet at
the turn of 20th century, but by 1920 the average memorial was under 1 foot in
height.84 The prevalence of model types in the 1916 Vermont Marble Company
handbooks reflect this moment of transition from tall monuments to flat markers.
Just twenty models are plinth or spire type, but almost four-hundred models are
die-bottom base type. The 1916 handbooks had four models that lie flat in the
ground, but they were only available in Boston, Chicago, and San Francisco.85

78

McDannell, 302.
Ridlen, 44‐73.
80 Annette Stott, “The Woodmen of the World Monument Program,” Markers: Annual Journal of
the Association for Gravestone Studies 20 (2003): 1‐29.
81 Mallios and Caterino, 442.
82 Ibid.
83 Reiffenstein and Selig, 162.
84 Mallios and Caterino, 443.
85 Models 4734, 4735, 4736, and 4737.
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Chapter 3: Interpretation
Overview
I chose to interpret the findings of this thesis by utilizing digital media in
order to reach the widest possible audience in the most interactive way. The
“Monumental Mass Marketing” website was produced using the free web design
platform Wix, and I created a Twitter account (@MassMonumental) to facilitate
public engagement and drive traffic to the website.86 The content on the website
is analogous to the content in this thesis and is designed to function as a
teaching tool for the following lesson plans.
The lesson plans conform to the Pennsylvania Department of Education
Standards Aligned System curriculum framework for secondary students.87 In
Lesson A, students learn the difference between primary and secondary sources,
identify author point of view, evaluate patterns of continuity and change over
time, and interpret historical events and sources while considering cause and
effect relationships. In Lesson B, students evaluate historical documents,
artifacts, and places, examine continuity and change of belief systems, industry,
geography, and society, and determine the role groups and individuals played in
Corresponding student worksheets are in Appendix A.

86

Monmental Mass Marketing, (@MassMonumental), Twitter,
https://twitter.com/MassMonumental (accessed December 20, 2020).
87 Standards Aligned System, Curriculum Framework, Pennsylvania Department of Education
(Harrisburg, PA: Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 2020).
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Lesson A – Learning from Primary and Secondary Sources
Subject: Social Studies, US History 1850-Present
Grade Level: Secondary School
Alignments: Pennsylvania Standards Aligned System
o 8.1. Historical Analysis and Skills Development
o 8.1.U.A. Continuity and change over time
o 8.1.U.B. Fact/Opinion and Points of View
Big Ideas:
o Historical context is needed to comprehend time and space.
o Perspective helps to define the attributes of historical comprehension.
Concepts:
o Learning about the past and its different contexts shaped by social,
cultural, and political influences prepares one for participation as active,
critical citizens in a democratic society.
o Historical literacy requires a focus on time and space, and an
understanding of the historical context of events and actions.
o Historical skills (organizing information chronologically, explaining
historical issues, locating sources and investigating materials,
synthesizing and evaluating evidence, and developing arguments and
interpretations based on evidence) are used by an analytical thinker to
create a historical construction.
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Vocabulary:
o Primary source – a piece of evidence created by someone at the time of
an event
o Secondary source – a work that synthesizes, summarizes, and/or
interprets a primary source
o Point of view – the angle of consideration or opinions of an author
o Context – circumstances that form the setting for an event
Competencies:
o Analyze the interaction of cultural, economic, geographic, political, and
social relations for a specific time and place.
o Articulate the context of a historical event or action.
Objective:
o Students will analyze primary and secondary sources, identify points of
view, evaluate, and explain.
Essential Question:
o Why is time and space important to the study of history?
Duration: 2 hours
Materials: Monumental Mass Marketing website, Worksheet A
Suggested Instructional Procedure:
o Initiate this lesson by asking the students if they have ever visited a
cemetery. Lead the discussion by following up with questions that get
students to think about context. (For example: Where was the cemetery?
What did it look like? How old were the gravestones?) Finish the
31

introduction by asking students what they think can be learned from
visiting a cemetery.
o Instruct students to read the ‘Historical Background’ section of the
“Monumental Mass Marketing” website and complete Worksheet A.
Students should identify two sources from each subtopic in the section,
determine if they are primary or secondary sources, and reference a fact
or opinion from the resource.
o Conclude by reviewing the worksheet as a group. As students share their
answers, make a list of the sources and examples they give.
Formative Assessment: Worksheet A
Related Materials & Resources: “Monumental Mass Marketing” website

Lesson B – Learning from Memorials
Subject: Social Studies, US History 1850-Present
Grade Level: Secondary School
Title: Monumental Mass Marketing – Learning from Memorial Markers
Alignments: Pennsylvania Standards Aligned System
o 8.2. Pennsylvania History
o 8.2.U.B. – Historical Documents, Artifacts, and Places (PA)
o 8.2.U.C. – Impact of Continuity and Change on PA History
Big Idea:
o The history of the Commonwealth continues to influence Pennsylvanians
today, and has impacted the United States and the rest of the world.
32

Concepts:
o Textual evidence, material artifacts, the built environment, and historic
sites are central to understanding the history of Pennsylvania.
o Long-term continuities and discontinuities in the structures of
Pennsylvania society provide vital contributions to contemporary issues.
Belief systems and religion, commerce and industry, innovations,
settlement patters, social organizations, transportation and trade, and
equality are examples of continuity and change.
Competencies:
o Analyze a primary source for accuracy and bias and connect it to a time
and place in Pennsylvania.
o Apply the theme of continuity and change in Pennsylvania history and
relate the benefits and drawbacks of your example.
Vocabulary:
o Artifact – an object produced or shaped by human craft
o Historic site – a place with cultural heritage value
o Continuity – the continuation of a cycle over time
o Innovation – a new method, idea, or device
Objective:
o Students will recognize popular motifs and symbols, identify continuity and
change, evaluate historic documents and places, and analyze artifacts.
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Essential Question:
o How does continuity and change within Pennsylvania history influence
your community today?
Duration: 2 hours
Materials: Monumental Mass Marketing website, Worksheet B
Suggested Instructional Procedure:
o Begin by showing students an image of a Vermont Marble Company
memorial. Ask students to describe the appearance of the memorial (such
as its shape, size, symbols, or inscriptions) and what they think could be
learned about an individual person from the appearance of their memorial.
o Instruct students to read the “Visual Glossary” and “Branch Offices”
sections of the “Monumental Mass Marketing” website. Take students to a
nearby cemetery and have them complete Worksheet B.
o Conclude with a discussion about the students’ impression of the
cemetery. Ask them to share the expectations they had before the activity
and if those expectations matched their experience at the site.
Formative Assessment: Worksheet B
Related Materials & Resources: “Monumental Mass Marketing” website
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Conclusion
The Vermont Marble Company handbooks capture a transitional moment
of funerary traditions in the United States from elaborate 19th century mourning
culture to modern standardized memorials. Regional variations between the
handbooks provide clues to understanding how factors of production and
consumption influenced the diffusion of memorial designs across the country in
the early 20th century. Because the handbooks were printed in 1916, they are a
distinct record of the types of memorials that were sold during the 1918 influenza
epidemic, the largest mass casualty event in American history up to that time.
Influenza created a demand, the Vermont Marble Company provided the supply,
and American consumers purchased the memorials that can be observed in
cemeteries today.
When I started researching the handbooks, I did not know that I was about
to live through the deadliest year in American history since 1918. As the SARSCoV-2 coronavirus pandemic surged, it was clear that the country was
experiencing a dramatic change in how people mourn. The contagious nature of
the virus necessitated restrictions on in-person gatherings, and many Americans
started embracing digital forms of memorialization. I began to view the Vermont
Marble Company handbooks as an analog to this rising trend towards digitization
and wondered what they could teach us about how humans use material culture
to cope with loss of life during major periods of cultural transition.
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In the present context, the coronavirus created demand for memorials, the
contemporary funeral industry provided a range of traditional and digital services,
and survivors of coronavirus victims chose how they wanted to memorialize their
loved ones. The market for memorials has not changed much since the Vermont
Marble Company standardized the business over a century ago. Memorials are
still purchased through catalogs and monument dealers, but new technologies
such as laser etching and engraved QR codes are a digital innovation that is
increasing in popularity. Preference for cremation over direct burial has grown
during the coronavirus pandemic, and many people may forgo cemetery
monuments in favor of online memorials websites that offer lower costs and
greater accessibility.
Just as the Vermont Marble Company transformed the memorial business
through standardization, the funeral industry’s embrace of digital technologies
has provided new forms of memorialization to choose from. It is possible that the
coronavirus pandemic will be a pivotal moment that transitions Americans into a
new era of digital death practices in the 21st century. Using history as a lens for
analyzing contemporary issues leads me to believe that the convenience,
affordability, and accessibility of digital technology will help Americans find
meaningful ways to mourn in the post-coronavirus era. I hope that use of this
thesis, the “Memorial Mass Marketing” website, and its corresponding lesson
plans lead students towards an understanding of funerary traditions and
acceptance of death in our lives.
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Appendix A: Student Worksheets
Worksheet A: Learning from Primary and Secondary Sources
Instructions: Read the “Historical Background” section of the website. For each
subtopic, identify two sources, whether they are primary or secondary sources, and write
down a fact or opinion referenced in the source.
“Vermont Marble Company”
Source

Primary or Secondary

Fact or Opinion

“Memorial Markers”
Source

Primary or Secondary

Fact or Opinion

“Early 20th Century America”
Source
Primary or Secondary

Fact or Opinion
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Worksheet B: Learning from Material Artifacts and Historic Sites
Instructions: Read the “Visual Glossary” section of the website. Choose a nearby
burial ground to visit and fill out this worksheet while you safely explore the site.

◼ Name the burial ground and its location. Describe the landscape in the burial
ground and its surrounding neighborhood.

◼ Describe the types of memorials you see in the burial ground. Are the memorials
similar in type, or are there a variety of types? What type is the most numerous?
Are there any large or uncommon type memorials? Are any memorials flat?

◼ Identify symbols present on the memorial markers. Draw or list of the different
symbols you see and write the possible meaning for the symbol. Keep a tally for
symbols which appear often.

◼ Analyze inscriptions from memorial markers. Other than names and dates,
record any inscriptions you can find.
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Appendix B: “Monumental Mass Marketing” Site Map
➢ Home
➢ Historical Background
o Vermont Marble Company
o Monument Industry
o Early 20th Century America
➢ Visual Glossary
o Types
o Motifs
o Inscriptions
o Symbols
o Flowers
➢ Branch Offices
o Boston
o Philadelphia
o Chicago
o St. Louis
o San Francisco
➢ Lesson Plans
o Learning from Contextual Evidence
o Learning from Historical Artifacts
➢ Additional Resources
o Bibliography
o External Links
o About the Author
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Appendix C: Visual Glossary
Figure A.C.1: Models 146, 147, 149 – Steps
Type: Steps
Motif: 147 – Naturalistic, foliage; 149 – Geometric, balls
Inscription: 146 – “C”, “Clark
Handbook: Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, St. Louis, Philadelphia
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.2: Model: 151 – Seat
Type: Seat
Motif: Naturalistic, logs
Handbook: Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, St. Louis, Philadelphia
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.3: Model 1201 – Architectural
Type: Urn, Plinth, Cap, Column, Die, Base, Bottom Base
Motif: Architectural, Gothic
Handbook: San Francisco
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.4: Model 1256 – Soldier
Type: Soldier, Cap, Die, Base, Bottom Base
Motif: Sculptural, figure
Inscription: “In Memory of Our Dead Comrades – 1855”, “Erected by Post No.
151 GAR”
Handbook: Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, St. Louis, Philadelphia
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.5: Model 2163 – Lamb
Type: Die, Base, Bottom Base
Motif: Naturalistic, ivy; Symbolic, lamb
Handbook: San Francisco, Chicago, St. Louis, Philadelphia
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.6: Model 3251 – Ball
Type: Ball, Die, Base, Bottom Base
Motif: Naturalistic, ivy; Geometric, ball
Handbook: St. Louis
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.7: Model: 3583 – “In my father’s house are many mansions”
Type: Die, Base, Bottom Base
Motif: Symbolic, religious
Inscription: “In my Father’s house are many mansions”
Handbook: Chicago, St. Louis
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.8: Model 3592 – Urn
Type: Urn, Die, Base, Bottom Base
Motif: Naturalistic, ivy; Sculptural, urn
Inscription: “O”
Handbook: Philadelphia
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.9: Model 3599 – Star of David
Type: Die, Base, Bottom Base
Motif: Naturalistic, ivy; Symbolic, religious
Inscription: “Heyman”
Handbook: Boston, Philadelphia
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.10: Model 3610 – Cross
Type: Die, Base, Bottom Base
Motif: Naturalistic, flowers; Symbolic, religious
Handbook: Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, St. Louis, Philadelphia
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.11: Model 3624 – Fortuna Cormand
Type: Die, Base, Bottom Base
Motif: Naturalistic, flowers; Symbolic, religious
Inscription: “Fortuna Cormand Feb. 8, 1858 - Feb. 17, 1914”, “Erected by the
Women of Woodworking”
Handbook: San Francisco, Chicago
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.12: Model: 3864 – Spire
Type: Spire, Die, Base, Bottom Base
Motif: Geometric
Handbook: San Francisco
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.13: Model 3909 – Stump
Type: Stump, Base
Motif: Naturalistic, stump, lily, fern
Inscription: “Woodmen of the World Memorial”
Handbook: Chicago, St. Louis, Philadelphia
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.14: Model 4123 - Rose
Type: Die, Bottom Base
Motif: Naturalistic, rose
Handbook: Philadelphia
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.15: Model 4267 – Decalogue
Type: Die, Die, Bottom Base (Decalogue)
Motif: Naturalistic, ivy & oak
Handbook: Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, St. Louis, Philadelphia
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.16: Model 4268 – Roll
Type: Roll, Bottom Base
Motif: Naturalistic, ivy
Inscription: “Clausen”
Handbook: Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, St. Louis, Philadelphia
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.17: Models 4647, 4648, 4649 – Die
Type: Die
Handbook: Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, St. Louis, Philadelphia
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.18: Model 4397 – Anchor
Type: Die, Base, Bottom Base
Motif: Naturalistic, flowers; Symbolic, anchor, dove, book
Handbook: Boston, Chicago, San Francisco
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.19: Model 4466 – Gate
Type: Die, Base, Bottom Base
Motif: Naturalistic, flowers, logs; Symbolic, anchor, book, urns; Architectural,
arched gate
Handbook: Chicago, St. Louis
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.20: Model 4540 – Bed
Type: Die, Bottom Base, Sides, Foot (Flower bed)
Handbook: Chicago, St. Louis
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.21: Model 4542 – “Children of God”
Type: Figure, Die, Bottom Base
Motif: Naturalistic, flowers; Sculptural, figure
Inscription: “Miriam E Renner Jan. 25 - March2”, “Children of God”
Handbook: Chicago, San Francisco
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.22: Model 4606 – Cherub
Type: Die, Bottom Base
Motif: Naturalistic, logs; Symbolic, sleeping cherub; Architectural, arch
Handbook: Chicago, St. Louis
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.23: Model 4627 – “Rock of Ages”
Type: Die, Base, Bottom Base
Motif: Symbolic, religious; Architectural, arch
Inscription: “Rock of Ages”, “Love - Life - Truth”
Handbook: Chicago, San Francisco
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.24: Model 4695 – A-H, J-M
Type: Die, Bottom Base
Motif: Symbolic, religious; Naturalistic, flowers, foliage, lamb, cross
Inscription: “Our Dear”
Handbook: Chicago, Boston, San Francisco
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.25: Model 4838 – Foliage
Type: Die, Base, Bottom Base
Motif: Naturalistic, foliage
Handbook: Philadelphia, San Francisco
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)

68

Figure A.C.26: Model 4901 – Rusticated
Type: Die, Base, Bottom Base
Motif: Naturalistic, poppy, wheat, logs
Inscription: “Trull”, “Mary Jane Trull 1825 - 1910”
Handbook: San Francisco
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.27: Model 4909 – Shaking hands
Type: Die, Bottom Base
Motif: Symbolic, shaking hands; Naturalistic, foliage
Handbook: Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, St. Louis, Philadelphia
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Figure A.C.28: Model 5014 – Egyptian motif
Type: Die, Bottom Base
Motif: Symbolic, Egyptian
Inscription: “Robinson”
Handbook: San Francisco
(Image courtesy of The Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania)
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Appendix D: Tables
Table A.D.1: Models available in all 5 cities
#

Type

Motif

30
146
147
149
151

die, base, bottom base
steps
steps
steps, ball
back, seat, ends

city of heaven
"C", "Clark"
foliage

152
1249

seat, legs
figure, cap, shaft, cap, die, base, bottom
base

1256
2001
3539

soldier, cap, die, die, base, base, bottom
base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base

3564
3605
3610

die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base

3767
4141
4142
4185
4186

die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

ivy, oak, pattern band
oak, clover
cross, crown, lily
"he giveth his beloved sleep", bible, ivy,
tassel
scroll, lily
fern, maple
scroll, flower
scroll, flower

4187
4196
4197
4203
4206
4221

die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base

scroll, lily, bows
"Susannah Tharp 1838-1903", heart, fern
fern
flower, rose, lily, lots of flowers
bible, ivy, arch column gate
"Charley", leaf

4222
4223

die, bottom base
die, bottom base

4224
4238

die, bottom base
die, bottom base

4248
4264
4265
4267

die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, die, bottom base, bottom base

"Fred", flower
"Grace", flower
"our darling Faith 1902-1903", "baby",
flower
"Thomas", "mother", "father", oak, acorn
"Peace perfect peace", bible, drape,
anchor, gate column arch
ivy
flower
ivy, oak

stump

72

"in memory of Confederate dead", wreath,
soldier with gun
"in memory of our dead comrades 1855", "Erected by Root Post No. 151"
GAR
lamb
"Davis", ivy

4268
4328
4329

roll, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

"Clausen", ivy
fan, fern, cattail
dove, olive

4369
4385
4386
4387
4388
4410

die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

lamb, flower
clover
lamb, olive
rose
flower, star, garland
fern, flower

4411
4479
4480
4629
4630
4631

die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

rose
flower
flower, garland
standard economy
standard economy
standard economy

4636
4637
4638
4647
4648
4649

die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die
die
die

"Lillian"
flower
"Ruth", flower
standard economy
standard economy
standard economy

4651
4656
4657
4659
4660
4668

die, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

4893

die, bottom base

4909
4910
4914

die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

4935

die, bottom base

4950

die, bottom base

4951

die, bottom base

4952
4958
4959
4960

die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

scroll, flower, rose, lily
ivy
lamb
wreath, ivy, bow
wreath, olive
"loving memory", olive, wreath, cross
rough cut stone, plaque, foliage, ivy,
column
rough cut stone, foliage, plaque, shaking
hands
rough cut stone, lily, plaque
"Dunton", foliage, fan
"Ault", rough cut stone, scroll, flower,
bouquet, rose, bow
"Taylor", "Herman Taylor 1883-1910",
bible, rose
"C". "Connor", "Fred Connor 1872-1912",
foliage
"P", "Pearson", "C H Pearson 1867-1909",
foliage
"Clark", lily
urn, foliage
"S"
73

4967
4969
4970
4971
4973

die, bottom base, die, bottom base, die,
bottom base, die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

foliage
"C", lily
rose
wreath, bow
rough cut stone, plaque, foliage

4975

die, base, bottom base

foliage

Table A.D.2: Models exclusive to Boston
#

Type

Motif

576
683
709

bottom base, base, die
bottom base, base, roll
bottom base, die, base

olive, ivy
flower
rose, olive

755
756
760
792
910
1936

bottom base, die, base
bottom base, die, base
bottom base, die
bottom base, die
bottom base, die, base
die, base, bottom base

flower
olive
ivy
oak
flower, clover, pattern bands
tassels

1997
2090
2102
2123
3296
3603
4043
4065

die, bottom base
die
die, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
urn, plinth, cap, die, base, base, bottom
base
urn, plinth, die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base

4125
4126
4162
4163
4202

die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

4256
4288
4359

die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base

twin
standard economy
flower
flower
twin, fan
"Benjamin F. Young 1882-1898", "Daniel
K. Young 1884-1900", oak, acorn
flower
ivy

4449
4477
4497
4498

die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base

ivy
"beloved one farewell"
ivy, oak
ivy, oak
74

hand pointing down, chainlinks
hand pointing up
column
olive, flower
flower
standard economy
flower

4499
4501
4575

die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

twin, ivy, oak

4689
4690
4696
4707
4732
4744

die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base

"W", flower
"C", olive
"C", flower
"O", rose
twin, flower
flower

4824
4885
4895
4899

roll, die, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base

4908
4994
5000
5010
5012

cap, die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

clover
foliage
ivy
"Wright", foliage
"George H L Head 1843-1909" "Sarah E
Moses 1845-", "G", masonic compass,
olive, wreath
flower
olive
flowers
flowers, scroll

5028
5031
7028
7029
7083
7099

cap, die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

"G", "husband", "wife", olive, ivy
wheat
modern, flowers
modern, decalog, ivy
modern, foliage
modern, decalog, oak

7117
7119
7125
7135
7151
7152

die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

modern, flowers
modern, foliage
modern, shell, scroll
"R", oak
modern, flowers, decalog
modern

7154
7164
7171

die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, base, bottom base

"father", "mother", decalog, flowers
modern, flowers
modern, foliage

"C", olive, wreath, flower
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Table A.D.3: Models exclusive to Philadelphia
#

Type

458

die, base, bottom base

Motif
"in my father's house are many mansions",
city of heaven, crown, scroll, ivy

637

bottom base, die

lamb

638

bottom base, die

dove

639

bottom base, die

lamb

1825

urn, die, die, base, base, bottom base

urn, flower, anchor, olive, ivy, pattern bands

2176

die, base, bottom base

3299

cap, die, base, bottom base

"C", pattern band

3300

cap, die, base, bottom base

"C", pattern band, olive

3492

die, base, bottom base

clover, pattern band

3503

die, base, bottom base

oak, pattern band

3504

die, base, bottom base

ivy, pattern band

3516

die, base, bottom base

ivy, sun, star, heaven

3582

die, base, bottom base

heart, olive

3592

urn, die, base, bottom base

"O", urn, drape, ivy, pattern band

3593

die, base, bottom base

3594

die, base, bottom base

"N", pattern band

3598

die, base, bottom base

"G", "Gunter"

3600

die, base, bottom base

"Corwin", "C", wreath

4118

die, bottom base

flower

4123

die, bottom base

rose, flower, fan

4143

die, base, bottom base

4166

die, base, bottom base

4244

die, base, bottom base

4247

die, base, bottom base

spiral edge

4251

die, base, bottom base

flower

4259

die, bottom base

ivy

4260

die, bottom base

rose

4356

die, base, bottom base

"Maurice Edwards"

4445

die, base, bottom base

"Peace be thine", flower

4492

die, base, bottom base

4510

die, bottom base

cross, ivy

4537

die, bottom base

flower

4538

die, base, bottom base

"mother", lily

4554

die, base, bottom base

4562

die, bottom base

flower, olive

4563

die, bottom base

pattern band

4566

die, base, bottom base

pattern band

4617

die, bottom base

lectern shape

cross, fern

76

4768

die, bottom base

"Haskell", roll type top, foliage

4770

cap, die, base, bottom base

"Keith", foliage

4823

die, bottom base

rose

4880

die, bottom base

elaborate foliage

7026

die, base, bottom base

oak

7104

die, bottom base

7106

die, bottom base

oak, logs
"Rest in Peace", "Dawson", heaven, stars,
arch, column, dove

Table A.D.4: Models exclusive to Chicago
#

Type

Motif

"His will be done" scroll, drape, heart,
arch gate column, cross, anchor
rose
"Whelden", oak, ivy
oak, ivy, cube top
"at rest", arch, book, flower, bow

636
642
680
699
3151

bottom base, base, die
bottom base, roll
bottom base, die
bottom base, die
urn, cap, plinth, bottom base, base, die

3463

die, base, bottom base

3471

die, base, bottom base

flower, lily
gate, book, heaven, oak, pattern band,
flower

3505
3613
3766
3774
4004
4012

die, base, bottom base
finial, die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base

lamb, star, flower
Star of David, oak
"H", flower
flower, oak, circle
sleeping child
lamb

4135
4311
4340
4364

die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base

4380
4406
4420
4464
4467

die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base

scroll, flower
pillow, flower
"called higher", dove
cross, curtain, gate column
"in my father's house are many
mansions" gate, columns, ivy, curtain,
heaven
flower
"Rock of ages", cross, female figure
cross, crucifix, column, olive
log, plaque

4468
4502
4504
4539
4577

die, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base

log, scroll, flower
olive, column, cross, female figure
olive, ivy, lily, rose, dove
"James North 1873-1910", shield
77

4620
4700
4720

die, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base

lamb, flower, strange shape
lily, olive
heart, ivy

4733
4751
4930
4989
5002
5025

die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

cross with female figure
"French", "F", ivy, cube top
rough cut stone, book
flower
rough cut, flowers, plaque
modern, flowers

5026
5029
5032
5033
5034
5035

die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
cap, die, base, bottom base

modern, clover, harp
"C", fruit
"C", modern
modern, column, lily
rough cut, lily
modern, broken pediment

5036
5037
5039
5040
5041

die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base

flowers
flowers
foliage
book
book

Table A.D.5: Models exclusive to St. Louis
#

Type

Motif

575
631
650
1992
3251
3489

die, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
bottom base, die, base
die, base, bottom base
ball, die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base

F, olive
rose, oak
flower
rose
oak
pattern band

3513
3525
3538
3783
3791
3856

die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base

cross, star, ivy, pattern band
flower, pattern band
pattern band
flower, pattern band
pattern band
book, ivy

4040
4075
4076

die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

flower, lily
pattern band
clover, flower, wreath
78

4083
4103
4108
4178
4192

die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, base, bottom base

child sculpture, scroll, fern, rough cut
stone
harp, oak
square
flower, pattern band, shaking hands
column, plaque, book

4293
4340
4355
4363
4378
4399

die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base

"gone home", cross, harp, olive
flower
scroll, flower
wreath with bow
heart, olive
"at rest", "O", book, arch gate column

4405
4455
4505
4588
4594
4597

die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

ivy
flower, lamb
book, log, oak, ivy
"mother"
child, scroll, ivy
flower

4889
4949
4956
7136

die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

foliage, triangle top
flower
iron cross
"Nelson", modern, book, columns

Table A.D.6: Models exclusive to San Francisco
#

Type

Motif

1201
1349
1404

urn, plinth, cap, plinth, die, bottom base,
base
urn, plinth, cap, die, base, bottom base
urn, die, base, bottom base

3577
3619
3620
3622
3864
3907

die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
spire, die, base, bottom base
stump, bottom base

olive
"C", flower
"S"

4325
4339
4400
4509
4549

roll, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

oak, acorn
flowers
flowers, rose, lily, column
ivy
scroll

sculptural
drape, urn, oak
cross, crown, ivy

stump
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4608
4623
4624

die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

4625
4632
4633
4681
4682
4683

die, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

"Adams", scroll, ivy
standard economy
standard economy
"Mother", flower

4692

die, bottom base

4694
4698
4699

die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

flowers, harp
"Here rests a W.O.W.", "dum tacet
clamat", "a member of Yreka Camp No.
224", "Irving E. Eddy Oct. 7, 1856 Aug.
11, 1913", log
book
flower

4701
4702
4704
4771
4865

die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, base, bottom base
roll, die, base, bottom base
die, base, bottom base

4901
4903
4926

die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

"Trull", "Mary Jane Trull 1826 - 1910",
flower, poppy, wheat
cross
foliage

4944
4954
4985
4988
4990
4995

die, base, bottom base
cap, die, base, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base

modern
Woodmen of the World, ivy, oak
rough cut, columns
rough cut, architectual
"C", rose, ivy, oak

4996
4997
4999
5001
5009
5014

die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
die, bottom base
ball, plinth, cap, die, base, base, bottom
base
die, base, bottom base

3247
3547

flower
"R"

"Holton"

"Herman", flower, scroll
"O", flower
"S", "Sweeney"
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flower
star, flower
"our beloved one", rose
flower
"B", grape vine
"Robinson", Egyptian
flower, olive, pattern band
lily
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